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ABSTRACT 

This study seeks to identifying the Challenges impede  AIDS patients in Jordan to integrate them into 

society, and to know the  status of AIDS patients in Jordan and their social and economic characteristics 

through monitoring the number of infection cases as well as the ways of contracting such disease. The 

researcher applied the comprehensive social survey method which included (41) Jordanian patients infected 

in (2018). The patients were classified according to their age, gender, marital status, education level, place of 

contracting the disease and nationality. The results of this study include the following: 
1. The moment when the disease is discovered, the AIDS patient becomes shocked denying he/she is 

infected and feels regretful, but later the patient starts to accept the disease.  
2. The difficulty of winning the  patients confidence  , the difficulty of changing   dangerous habits, the 

lack of privacy and confidentiality in both private and public hospitals, the patient feeling ashamed of 
himself ,hyper - sensitivity , the dangerous nature of the disease , and the financial problems which 
many HIV patients suffer from.. These challenges impede their integration into society. 

3. In 2018, 41 new cases from Jordanians people were discovered, bringing the number among Jordanian 
to (430) cases from 1986 to 2018, the total number of cases among Jordanian and other is 1,531 cases in 
Jordan since the establishment of the National AIDS Control Program (NACP) in 1986, of which 430 
are Jordanians and 1101 are non-Jordanians, while the total number of AIDS deaths was 135. 

4. Illegitimate sexual intercourse is considered the primary cause of AIDS infections among Jordanians 
with (53%), while (85.4%) of such infections were contracted inside Jordan. The age groups (30-39) 
and (40-49) came first among AIDS patients with (55%).Additionally, (19.8%) of AIDS patients were 
females and (28.1%) of the total number of AIDS patients were Jordanians. 

5. The highest proportion was among married, the highest percentage was among those who had 
university education, and the highest rate of detection was through voluntary testing. 

Keywords: Challenges, Integrate, AIDS, victims of AIDS. 

 
Introduction 

Health Care is considered one of the areas of social welfare which is given the greatest attention by communities, 

social service has invaded many areas including the field of medicine. 

AIDS disease is considered one of the most sexually transmitted diseases and it is a source of threat to human 

beings. It is a global epidemic which has no cure 100%(Ashford, 2000). Furthermore, this disease is one of the most 

horrible health crises for its effects on human as social and psychological shock, loss of control over emotions and 

feelings, denial, fear of disease, loss of self-esteem…etc.(The Jordan Red Crescent ,2007). AIDS disease has a direct 

social impact on society; it causes health and social problems as the relations of family and relatives get weak which 

makes the patients feel isolated (Sied, 1990). Even the infected children may be exposed to negative reactions from 

society as rejecting and refusing to accept them in schools to continue their learning. At the moment of discovering the 

disease, AIDS Patients become shocked denying they are infected and feel regretful, but later they start to accept the 

disease and coexist with the society.  

Social work in the medical field has been regarded as a service to mankind, and a pillar underlying this 

humanitarian work where the prevalent notion of medical social work was the intervention of social work for providing 

financial support for patients. Thanks to scientific breakthrough, social service has intervened in changing the social 
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and psychological effects, it also was instrumental in improving the standard and the way of treatment provided by 

civil services to the patient in the medical institution. (Anas,1984).Nowadays, social media affects young people and 

leads them to practice risky behaviors that expose them to diseases, especially          AIDS.( Murqash,2016) 

Problem of the Study 

In 2018, new(41)  cases were discovered, bringing the number to 1,531 cases in Jordan since the establishment of 

the National AIDS Control Program (NACP) in 1986, of which 430 are Jordanians and 1101 are non-Jordanians, while 

the total number of AIDS deaths was 135.  This Increase of number of Victims of Aids is the problem of this study . 

 

Objectives  

 1- To Identifying the total number  of AIDS patients in Jordan according to the nationality . 

2. To identify the social and economic characteristics of AIDS patients in Jordan focus in new cases ( 41) 

discovered in 2018  according to the place of infection, age, gender and the way of contracting such infection,  mode of  

detection ,Marital status, Education level. 

3. To determine the difficulties impede AIDS patients in Jordan to   integrate them into society. 

 

Significance of the Study  

The social demographic and economic effects of AIDS are dangerous. In certain societies, AIDS disease 

contributed to a large number of deaths among young people which would lead one day to a generation lacks the adult 

category (20-30). As AIDS disease infects the adult, its effect is seen clearly in of army, education, agriculture, 

industry, transport and economy sectors in general (World Bank,2003). Additionally, experts and specialists in 

economic depression pointed to the horrible and disastrous results of this fatal disease and unless drastic measures were 

taken, there would be an overall economic depression within three generations in countries that suffer greatly because 

of such disease ( Al-Khozahe,2004).   

The spread of the culture of silence in Islamic and Arab countries obliged the woman to be obedient and no to ask 

her husband about his sexual relations, which makes her more exposed to be infected. The woman has to ignore the 

multi sexual relations of the man with more than a woman.  It should be stated here that 90% of AIDS cases in Saudi 

Arabia were caused by illegitimate sexual intercourse (Al Ra`i newspaper,2003).Moreover, the Sudan has the highest 

proportion of AIDS cases in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA).These AIDS cases were also caused by 

illegitimate sexual intercourse with 97% (Al-Dostour,2006), while in Lebanon the proportion of AIDS cases for the 

same reason was (79%) including homosexual relations with (23%). In Egypt, the official records showed that the main 

reason for AIDS infection was either insecure sex between men and women with (50%) or homosexuality among men 

with (20%). 

Definition of Terms 

- AIDS: It is one of the sexually transmitted diseases in the world which has no cures far. It transmits from men 

to women and vice versa, or from a man to another by contaminated injection needles, multi sexual and illegal relations 

and having some other venereal disease. 

- AIDS Victims: The patient who was proved to have this disease and visited the medical center for help. 

- Challenges: It is the problems facing AIDS patients which could not be solved. 

- Integrate: It means integrating into the society and living with respect and without discrimination. 

Theoretical Framework 

For many years, Doctors have been dominating the process  of curing illnesses and diseases, where patients are sent 

to  medical institutions  in order to treat their health problems, the reason that  team work takes a vertical form headed 

by the doctor who gives orders from the top down therefore the social workers; position was more complicated because 

of the delayed entrance to the field of medicine besides the way that doctors look at social workers as people with kind 

hearts who just want to do some good for the community. 
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The treating physician may have the Vital say in decision making which he thinks is appropriate for the patient, it is 

known that a doctor-virtue of his specialized character is the scientific authority that is capable of diagnosing, and 

giving the necessary instructions commensurate with the case of each patient. (Almileegy, 2004) 

There is a close and critical connection between social workers and the Nursing Staff in a medical institution with 

nursing being in contact and in a direct relationship with patients, where the social worker guides the nursing staff to 

the social needs of the patients and to the patient’s personality and to provide comfort while giving them medicine. 

There’s also a close relation between the social worker and the administrative staff of the medical institution where he 

requires from the administration to provide him with the needs and facilities to complete his work, the social worker 

also provides services to the administration related o the best interest of the patients, and to follow up their treatment, 

their hospital stay and arranging patients’ visits. (Basheer,1980). 

The present study has proceeded with the basics of systems theory (a theory by the Austrian scientist( Von 

Betalanffy )which suggests that all organisms are systems consisting of subsystems (individuals, families, groups, 

communities, and organizations) are the main systems within the framework of general practice of social service where 

they interact with each other to form  greater social units and organizations; In this regard any deficiency facing any of 

these systems will reflect negatively on other systems interacting with this system.( Suleiman, Abed Almajeed, 

Albaher,2005) and we take in consideration that poverty, school, bad company, free time, migration, and 

industrialization are factors overlapping to identify the problem of social relationships between these systems. 

AIDS Disease all over the World  

This disease was first discovered in USA and UK among those of bisexuality or those who had homosexual 

relations where about 71% of AIDS patients were infected sexually. The World Health Organization 

(WHO)assured that women's vulnerability to infection is higher than that of men and there are 250 million 

cases infected sexually per year (Mahmoud,2001). After 36 years of recording the first AIDS case in USA 

in1981(Refa`t,1992) up to 2015, the number of AIDS patients is estimated by 35 million, most of them (25 

million) are from developed countries and it is expected that there will be about 116000 new cases per year 

(WHO,2015). The latest report concerning AIDS showed that 168 countries had informed WHO of having AIDS 

cases in their countries (Stewart, 2005) while in 1986 there were 29000 cases in71 countries (Sahawna,1988). 

 AIDS Disease in Jordan  

The Jordanian society- with its special characteristics where values, habits, traditions are greatly respected- imposes 

behaviors to be followed by each member in society(AlKhozahe,2003). Furthermore, the Jordanian society is 

committed to the religious teachings of holy books that forbid adultery and consider it one of the greatest ethical 

crimes(Mowad,1986),or illegitimate sexual intercourse with others for their horrible effects such as diseases, social 

problems and loss of family (Ateia,2003). Young people make up a quarter of Jordanian society.( Khamash, Alsarhan, 

AlKhozahe ,2017) 

Article (282) of the Jordanian Punishment Law stipulates that the adulterous woman and her partner are 

punished by imprison mint for a term of six months to two years (Najm,1994). According to the Punishment 

Law, adultery is defined by a sexual intercourse between a married woman or man with other than his wife or 

her husband(Hosni,1978). Although such regulations, laws, habits, traditions and religious teachings forbid 

adultery, Jordanian statistics in this field revealed that 48.8 % of the Jordanians patients  cases were caused by 

illegitimate Heterosexual intercourse , and (26.8%) caused by MSM ( men have sex with men ) .(Ministry of 

Health,2018). 

The Jordanian Ministry of Health pays more attention to AIDS disease through an effective effort in the field 

of prevention and health care. The ministry considers the voluntary testing and counseling services an 

important point to other activities on prevention of this disease and to support patients; such services would 

thus be helpful for individuals and couples. 

The first AIDS case was recorded for a Jordanian woman in 1986 which was caused by a blood transfusion (Al-
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Belad Newspaper,2002). Since then, the Jordanian program to control AIDS was adopted and the Ministry of Health 

adopted the main goals of the International AIDS Program which undertakes the necessary measures to fight against 

the disease, reduce its spread and mitigate its impact on the patient and his family and the society in general. The total 

number of the detected cases since 1986 (the date of establishing the National AIDS Control schedule- NACP) up to 

2018 was 1531 cases, of which 431 are Jordanians and 1101 are non-Jordanians, while the total number of AIDS 

deaths was 135.(Ministry of Health,2018) 

In 1999, the Ministry of Health established the Voluntary Counseling and Testing (VCT) Centre to provide 

advice and assistance to the youth in order to enable them to make their own decisions towards their wrongful 

behaviors and conduct that might cause a health problem such as AIDS. Moreover, the center provides social 

and psychological counseling and health care to AIDS patients and their families in addition to supply them 

with bulletins, regulations and guidance concerning the ways and means of combating this disease(Ministry of 

Health,1999). The hotline of this center is being supervised by three employees (health supervisor, doctor and 

social expert). 

 

Previous Relevant Studies 

The HIV (AIDS) Issue has caught the attention of many researches and specialists in variant fields of medical 

science, and after the undertake of a comprehensive survey of previous studies it is noted that the amount of surveys, 

sources, and references concerning the issue is huge and are specialized in the fields of medical laboratories and 

experiments. 

In respect of the studies that had dealt with the issue from the social and cultural point of view, the studies are so 

rare, and if they existed they have not dealt with the social or psychological aspect or the social service for patients. 

A study by Balbesi (1999) which focused on “The social and psychological state of AIDS patients and covered (25) 

male and female aids patients” who are registered in the national AIDS program me in Jordan, revealed that (52%) of 

the patients have lost their jobs and have no source of livelihood, (72%) of them have lost their friends, and  (68%) of 

them feel that they have lost people’s trust, and (80%) of them are deprived of routine human happiness, and that 

(86%) of them feel depressed, scared, sad, nervous, and worried, and (44%) of them feel pessimism and want to end 

their own lives.  

In respect of psychological reactions, the study found that (96%) of the patients were shocked to know that they 

were infected with AIDS, and (88%) of them suffer from irritability after getting infected, and (64 %) of them feel their 

failure in life and loneliness, an (96 %) of the patients feel that they are indirectly responsible for the infection , and (32 

%) of them have an impaired memory and concentration. And relating to the satisfaction with the health services 

provided to AIDS patients the study found that (64%) of the patients are not satisfied with the health services provided 

to them, (76 %) of them feel embarrassed when they attend health centers, and (68 %) of them complain of difficulties 

accessing health services. (Balbesi, 1999) 

Ismail (2001) had conducted a study in Palestine on the subject “provisions of AIDS in Islamic jurisprudence”. The 

study aimed at knowing the provisions of the Islamic Shari’a for the breast feeding of AIDS infected mothers, and the 

provision of patients infecting others with AID knowing that they are infected. This study deduced that Doctors and 

health workers must provide AIDS patients with the necessary care like any other patients, and should not deny them 

the right to work and live a normal life, only sparingly; if the patient had repulsive blisters or injuries. 

As for the seclusion f AIDS patients, only the doctor has the decision whether to seclude or not to seclude them. 

In case of the patients infecting others with AIDS knowing that they have the disease, they are considered guilty of 

murder, and if they did not know they had the disease they are punished for manslaughter, and it is forbidden for 

mothers infected with AIDS to breast-feed their babies, and the married couples have the right of the annulment of 

their contract of marriage if any of them was infected with AIDS.( Ismail, 2001) 

Another study conducted by Al-raqqad (2003) entitled “Characteristics of AIDS patients and their psychological 
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needs”. This study aimed at knowing the characteristics of aids patients and their psychological and social needs, and 

their families; the sample of the study included (15) AIDS patients of those who contact the center and hotline of The 

Ministry of Health in Jordan during the time of the study. The result of the study was that all the patients were educated 

males, and the common way of infection was by the promiscuity with females, and most of the infections contracted 

outside Jordan. 

The result also found that the patients’ reactions started with shock, disbelief, denial, anger, fear, death wish and 

suicide attempts. 

The majority of the patients knew about methods of transmission of the disease, and aware and ultimately informed 

of /health care for themselves and for others, besides being ready to participate in awareness-raising and education 

concerning the disease.( Alraqqad, 2003) 

However, Shokur (2005) had conducted a study through which she had tried to design an indicative schedule  for 

secondary students for the prevention of HIV (AIDS) and to take advantage of the indicative schedule in creating the 

awareness necessary for dealing with others (friends, individuals, and groups of society). 

The study also indicates that (96 %) of males and females do not know the real cause for AIDS. The study was 

applied to a sample of (460) male and female students from schools in Cairo, Gizah. 

In foreign literature, we find that studies on AIDS focus on the cognitive, disease prevention, and social stigma. 

(Shokur, 2005) 

A study by Stucker (1997) and others which examined the health awareness and risky behaviors adulterous women 

was conducted in Germany in 1997. The study population was a group of (80) adulterous women in Bosham and 

results indicated that the average age of adulterous women is 31.4 years and that 95 %) of them considered having 

periodic examinations as a necessity, and as a part of health prevention, and that (95 5) of them use condoms constantly 

as it can avert sexual disease infections especially AIDS.( Stucker,1997) 

Another study conducted by (Cina and Krosen) included 9 female AIDS patients from Asia has found that fear of 

shame and rejection and the fear of discrimination had caused these women not to disclose their disease to others, and 

not to seek for health care. (UNAIDS, 2002). 

A further study by Harvard University in the US conducted in (2006) called on American women to emulate 

Muslim women in Modesty and Morality as a mean if eradicating moral decay and prevalent serious diseases like 

AIDS. 

The study also showed that within the Muslim community everyone lives in peace and safe from these serious 

diseases because it is stable and away from moral decay, as every Muslim woman is adherence to Islamic teachings, 

thus there is no way for sexual intercourse out of wedlock.(Al Jazeera Magazine, 2006). 

Methodology of the study  

Population of the study 

The study used the comprehensive social survey for all Jordanian  (41)    infected Aids  during ( 2018) who visited 

the counseling centers in different Jordanian districts (Amman, Zarqa, Jerash, Madaba,Aqaba and Al-Balqa).   

The instrument of the study and its reliability and validity 

For collecting data, the researcher used a questionnaire consisted of 30 items distributed into two 

dimensions: the first dimension relates to the patients’ general information while the other one addresses the 

difficulties facing AIDS patients in Jordan as well as the suggestions they have made to face such difficulties.  

To check the instrument’s validity, the study was presented to five arbitrators who are specialized in 

medicine, sociology, social service, psychology and religion to ensure that the instrument is consistent with the 

objectives of the study in which their notes and remarks were taken into account. The instrument’s reliability 

was checked by applying the study on a sample consisted of 10 patients where the value of Alpha coefficient was 

(0.89%) which indicated that the instrument has a high degree of reliability.  
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Statistical Treatment  

The descriptive method was used in analyzing data as well as using standard deviation and arithmetic means. The 

results were as follows: 

Conclusion   

Results concerning the first objective: Identifying the total number  of AIDS patients in Jordan according to 

the nationality . 

Table (1) showed  the total number of cases among Jordanian and other is  1,531 cases in Jordan since the 

establishment of the National AIDS Control Program (NACP) in 1986, of which 430 are Jordanians and 1101 are non-

Jordanians, while the total number of AIDS deaths was 135. 

Although most of the infection cases occurred among Jordanians with (71.9%) as shown in table (1), about (28.1%) 

of infection cases occurred among  non -Jordanians which indicates a local infection that caused the disease. Therefore, 

there is an urgent need to intensify education and awareness programs to reduce the spread of this disease locally.  

 

Table(1): Cumulative number  Hive/Aids  in Jordan according nationality selected year during   period     

( 1986-2018) 

Year Jordanians Others total 

1986 2 2 4 

1990 6 5 11 

1994 11 10 21 

2000 4 34 38 

2005 17 33 50 

2010 19 53 72 

2015 20 81 101 

2018 41 72 113 

Total all cases (1986 – 2018) 1101 

71.9% 

430 

28.1% 

1531 

 

Results concerning the second  objective: To identify the social and economic characteristics of AIDS 

patients in Jordan focus in new cases ( 41) discovered in 2018  according to the place of infection, age, gender 

and the way of contracting such infection,  mode of  detection ,Marital status, Education level. 

However,  the cases contracted the disease outside Jordan is (52.1%),as shown in table(2); about (188) cases 

(43.7%) contracted the disease inside Jordan which indicates a local infection that caused the disease. Therefore there 

is a need to intensify health awareness, guidance and prevention programs in order to reduce the spread of this disease.  

Table (2) showed that the age groups (20-29) and (30-39) are the highest groups in being infected by this disease 

with (59.8%) for each, followed by the age group (40-49) with (17.2%). It is noted that (66%) of those patients were 

less than 40 years old which is the period of being active economically and sexually. Additionally, the data showed that 

(79.2%) of the patients were males while (19.8%) of them were females. 

The previous table also showed that (53%) of the patients were infected through illegitimate Hetrosexual  

intercourse while blood transfusion caused(16 %) of AIDS infections, MSM( men have sex with men )caused 

(16.7%),drugs and intravenous injection caused (4%) of such infections whereas the infection that has been transmitted 

from the mother to her child was (2.3%). Consequently, greater attention must be paid to awareness programs, 

education sessions focusing on the religious aspect of this issue. In the same context, Sheikh Mohammad Sayed 

Tantawi, the Sheikh of Al-Azhar, called on all religious leaders in their societies to fight against AIDS in order to 

protect young people who would be the leaders of tomorrow (Tantawi, 2006).  
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Table (2): Distribution of AIDS patients among Jordanians according to the place of infection , age group. 

The way of infection  (1986-2018) 

Proportion Total Female Male Place 

43.7 188 53 135 Inside Jordan  

52.1 224 29 195 Outside Jordan  

4.2 18 3 15 Unknown  

100 

100 

430 

100 

85 

19.8% 

345 

79.2% 

Total  

Proportion Total Female Male Age group 

2.3 10 4 6 Less than 5 

2.3 10 2 8 5  -  14  

2.6 11 3 8 15 – 19  

29.3 126 24 102 20  -29  

30.5 131 24 107 30  -39  

17.2 74 15 59 40  -49  

13.0 56 11 45 More than 50 

2.8 12 2 10 Unknown 

100 430 85 345 Total  

Proportion  Total  Female  Male  The way of infection 

53.0 228 52 176 Hetrosexual  

16.0 69 18 51 Blood / Blood Products  

16.7 72 0 72 MSM( men have sex with men ) 

4.0 17 5 12 Drugs addiction ( IVDUs) 

2.3 10 3 7 Mother to her child  

7.9 34 7 27 Unknown  

100 430 85 345 Total  

 

Table (3) discussed the results of the field study after meeting  all cases infected in (2018) . table showed  the total 

number lf infected is (41) , only (8) cases occurred among female and (31) are male. 

Table (3) showed about (25) cases (85.4%) contracted the disease inside Jordan which indicates a local infection 

that caused the disease among Jordanians people. Therefore there is a need to intensify health awareness, guidance and 

prevention programs in order to reduce the spread of this disease.  

From the same table (3) the data showed that the age groups(20-29) and (30-39) are the highest groups in being 

infected by this disease with (57%) for each, followed by the age group (40-49) with (19.5%). Followed by the age 

group More than 50 with (17.1%). It is noted that (57%) of those patients were less than 40 years old which is the 

period of being active economically and sexually.  From this table we note that no cases infected less age group (20) in 

2018. Additionally, the data showed that (79.5%) of the patients were males while (19.5%) of them were females. 

Regarding to  The way of infection  table (3) also showed that (68.3%)of the patients were infected through 

illegitimate Hetrosexual  intercourse, while  no cases regarding blood transfusion caused of AIDS infections, MSM( 

men have sex with men )caused (24.4%), Contaminated Tools caused (2.4%) of such infections whereas the infection 

that has been transmitted from the Transplant was (2.4%). Consequently, greater attention must be paid to awareness 

programs, education sessions focusing on the religious aspect of this issue. In the same context, we need to focus in 

religious leaders in their societies to fight against AIDS in order to protect young people who would be the leaders of 

tomorrow. 
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Table (3): Distribution of AIDS patients among Jordanians  infected in 2018 according to the place of 

infection, age group, The way of infection 

Proportion Total Female Male Place 

85.4 35 8 27 Inside Jordan 

12.2 5 0 5 Outside Jordan 

2.4 1 0 1 Unknown 

100 41 8 33 Total 

Proportion Total Female Male Age group 

- - - - Less than 5 

- - - - 5  -  14  

- - - - 15 – 19  

24.4 11 3 8 20  -29  

36.6 14 3 11 30  -39  

19.5 9 - 9 40  -49  

17.1 7 2 5 More than 50 

100 41 8 33 Total 

Proportion Total Female Male The way of infection 

68.3 28 7 21 Hetrosexual 

24.4 10 0 10 Homsexual 

0 0 0 0 Blood / Blood Products 

2.4 1 1 0 Contaminated Tools 

0 0 0 0 Mother to her child 

2.4 1 0 1 Transplant 

2.4 1 0 1 Unknown 

 41 8 33 Total 

 

Distribution of AIDS patients among Jordanians  infected in 2018 according to Marital status , Education level. 

Table (4) showed about (14) cases (34.1%) contracted the disease is single. (61.0%) married. While 2.4 divorced. 

this data need to focus in married group in awareness to the danger of aids . 

From the same table (4) we see the University level is the highest level of patient (41.4%) , followed by the 

Secondary education level ( 34.4%) , while Elementary (9.7) and diploma is (9.7%) . this data need to focus in students 

in the university during study   in awareness to the danger of aids . 

 

Table (4): Distribution of AIDS patients among Jordanians  infected in 2018 according to Marital status , 

Education level . 

Proportion Total Female Male Marital Status 

34.1 14 1 13 Single 

61.0 25 7 18 Married 

2.4 1 0 1 Divorced 

2.4 1 0 1 Unknown 

100 41 8 33 Total 

Proportion Total Female Male Education Level  

9.7 4 1 3 Elementary  

34.1 14 2 12 Secondary  
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Proportion Total Female Male Marital Status 

9.7 4 0 4 Diploma 

41.4 17 4 13 University  

4.8 2 1 1 Others 

100 41 8 33 Total  

 

Distribution of AIDS patients among Jordanians  infected in 2018 according mode of  detection. 

Table (5) showed the Distribution of AIDS patients among Jordanians infected in 2018 according mode of  

detection, the data indicated that Voluntary Testing  is the highest results whish is (46.3%), the second way is hospital 

review ( 14.6%), third way is travel ( 4.8%). Transplant is fourth way (2.4%) . this table showed that (31.7%) is others 

way . this data need to focus in the in awareness the community to Voluntary Testing  to the sure they are free from this 

danger disease and to encourage them to avoid them self from infected in the future  . 

 

Table (5): Distribution of AIDS patients among Jordanians  infected in 2018 according mode of  detection 

Mode of Detection Male Female Total Proportion 

Voluntary Testing 13 6 19 46.3 

Hospital 6 0 6 14.6 

Travel  2 0 2 4.8 

Transplant  1 0 1 2.4 

Other 11 2 13 31.7 

Total 33 8 41 100 

 

Results related to the Third objective: identifying the difficulties impede  Jordanians AIDS patients to integrate 

them into society. 

 

Table (6): Difficulties impede AIDS patients arranged in ascending order according to the means of difficulties 

Difficulty M Std Rank Degree 

Shame, discrimination and sensitivity to the risk of the disease. 3.78 0.45 1 High  

Lack of privacy in hospitals (public and private). 3.75 0.43 2 High  

Adjusting wrongful behaviors  3.69 0.41 3 High  

Financial problems (low income) 3.61 0.35 5 Moderate 

Transport 3.57 0.41 6 Moderate 

 

Table (6) showed the difficulties impede AIDS patients arranged in ascending order according to their means. The 

difficulty of shame and discrimination due to the disease sensitivity came first with a high degree, followed respectively by 

the difficulty of lack of privacy specially in public and private hospitals with a high degree, the difficulty of adjusting wrong 

behaviors came third with a high degree, while the difficulty related to patients’ with financial problems came fourth with a 

moderate degree and finally, the difficulty of transport came last with a moderate degree. 

 

Recommendations  

1- Follow all medical and administrative procedures to provide privacy and confidentiality for patients (public 

and private hospitals). 

2- Prepare education programs and strategies for that category in society which is mainly exposed to be infected 

by this disease (youth, drivers, prisoners and refugees, married , education) in order to warn them about the dangerous 
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effects of such disease, ways of infection and prevention methods. 

3- Work on establishing a Fund supported by private and public sectors to help those patients who are financially 

incapable of securing life necessities. 
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ي تال ماج ات ال قل ان ضى الإع ز في الأردنم   عفي ال ی
  

اعي   *ح ع ال
 
  ـمل

فة  راسة إلى مع ه ال ف ه ات الته ضى  يال اجه م ز في الأردن الإت عی امج في ال عة  ،للان ا اده أ وم ع
ض ف اف ال زع، 1986في عام ردن الأ يم اك ان الإ ،وال ،الع اب حال وت ض وم ال ة  صا

قة الإ ةو ة ،صا واج الة ال عل ،وال ض ي،وال ال اف ال قة اك ح ، و و هج ال اح م م ال اس
اع ف  يالاج ی اك ضى ال امل لل ض في عام إال ه في ال ده ( 2018صاب الغ ع وخل ) حالة، 41وال

را ائج الآال ةسة إلى ال   :  ت
م وتان الاب ال في الإ .1 ار والل مة والان ال ض  اف ال ة اك ا ز في ب  .ی
ة  .2 ة وال ص د ال م وج ة، ع ات ال ل یل ال اب، وتع ة  ثقة ال او صع في  لاس

ة العار وال( ص ر ب ع اصة والعامة)، وال ات ال ة ال اد ات ال ع رته، ال ض وخ ة ال اس  ل
ضى ع.لل ماجه في ال قل ان ي تع امل ال ه الع  ، ه

ف ( 2018في عام  .3 ض الإإ) حالة 41اك ة في م ی ة ج الات ب الأصا د ال تفع ع ز، ل لى إردن ی
نامج ال ) حالة430( ة الإ يم تأس ال اف ز في عام ل الات الإ1986 ی د ال ل ع الي ، ول  ج
ة عام ردن في ردن وغ الأ) حالة ب الأ1531(لى إ ها 2018نها ة 1101، م لغ غ  إصا . و أردن

ض  ال ات  الي ال   حالة وفاة.135إج
ض الإ .4 ة  ق الإصا ة ال الأول في  ة غ ال ة ال ال ز ب الأردن تع ال ل إذْ ی ش

ة ت % 85.4ن ()، و % 53( ة ( ،الأردن في) م حالات الإصا ات الع ل الف - 40( ،)39 – 30واح
ت49 اب ) ال ل ( إذْ  الأول ب ال ات% 55ش ع الإصا ة  ب الإناث   ،) م م لغ  ال و

ات ا ض ( ال لغ % 19.8ال ة الأردن)، و ل%28.1(ن ع  ال دة في  ي) م ال ج ات ال للإصا
  الأردن.

وجأ  .5 ة ال ان في ف اب  ة ب ال ه جامعأ ، و على ن ی تعل ان ب ال ة  على أ ك ، و أف يعلى ن
ض. اف ال عي لاك ان ع  الف ال اف  ة اك  ن

الـةا ـات ال ل ز،  :ل ضالإی عا مع ال ز، ال اتم الإی   .، ال
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لام ال له26/6/2019 :تارخ اس   .22/8/2019 :، وتارخ ق


